
Responsible Investing at Saunderson House

Last week was Good Money Week, the campaign to help grow and raise 
awareness of sustainable and responsible finance.

Responsibility and prudence have always been at the heart of how we do 
things, because we recognise the responsibility that comes with managing 
your assets.

We also recognise that, for many investors, the idea of investing responsibly 
goes beyond careful risk management, due diligence and diversification.  

Increasingly, investors are looking for a ‘holistic’ return, whereby strong 
financial returns are accompanied by some positive impact in terms of 
Environmental, Social or Governance outcomes (ESG).

Indeed, some 49% of respondents to our Financial Wellbeing Research felt 
some responsibility to use their wealth to help improve the environment and 
society1.

This month, we spotlight our Responsible Investing approach; how it’s 
evolved, what’s new, how we deliver it, and what it’s all about.
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1To the statement ‘I feel a responsibility to use my wealth in a responsible way, helping to improve the environment and society’ 49% of respondents agreed / strongly agreed. Source: Saunder-
son House Financial Wellbeing Research (2020).

https://www.goodmoneyweek.com/
https://saundersonhouse.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Saunderson-house-report-Chapter2.pdf
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So, what’s new?

Over recent months we’ve been re-examining what it means to invest with greater, specific 
consideration of ESG issues, as well as formalising our Responsible Investing Philosophy.

This means that clients who wish to do so can choose to invest through 10 ‘Responsible’ Investing 
model portfolios, now available on either an advisory basis or our Discretionary Management Service.

Please note that at this stage our Responsible Investing model portfolios are not suitable for clients 
subject to audit / independence restrictions on their investments.  Please contact your usual adviser for 
further detail on how this might affect you.

Why now?

2020 is a case study year for ESG issues.  Even before the pandemic took hold outside China, 
bushfires in Australia raised the curtain on what would be another record breaking year for global 
surface temperatures.  As Covid-19 forced countries into unprecedented lockdowns, stark differences 
in resilience were revealed between different regions and different demographics, as regards both 
health and wealth; a heavy reminder we sail the same storm in very different boats.  When set against 
a backdrop of widespread sacrifice by the general public, the actions of less upstanding corporate 
citizens were brought into sharp focus – billions of Euros missing at a German bank, a blind eye turned 
to a textiles supply chain in Leicester, for example.  Equality and other longstanding social issues have 
also found further traction in mainstream column inches in recent times, exemplified by movements like 
MeToo and Black Lives Matter.

Though investors have sought more conscientious investments for some time, 2019 was a 
breakthrough year in terms of the number of funds that put ESG matters at their core.  According to 
Morningstar, in 2019 nearly 500 funds added ‘ESG language’ to their prospectuses, up from around 50 
in 20182 .  And investors are on board with this – ESG funds attracted net inflows of $71 billion between 
April and June this year, in stark contrast to sell-offs across the wider market3. 

Whereas for some time investors have been able to ‘dip their toe in’ by adding ESG funds to existing 
portfolios, the meaningful growth of the ESG space in recent years now presents us with a compelling 
universe of ESG-focussed funds that can support dedicated ESG portfolios.

It is clear the investment industry has its finger on the pulse, but where does the growing range of 
options leave us?  What lives under the bonnet of these funds sprayed ‘green’?  Are they an exercise in 
sustainable development, or business development?

How is Saunderson House approaching this?

‘Buyer beware’ is the mantra core to the way we select investments for our Responsible Investing 
portfolios.  However, as per our longstanding Conventional portfolios, our starting point is the ‘top-
down’ asset allocation – the high level blend of cash, bonds, commercial property and equities.

We think this mix is the most important driver of portfolio performance and behaviour over the longer 
term. Therefore, we adopt the same mix of the four main asset classes in each of our model portfolios 
regardless of the client’s approach to ESG.

The right mix and model for you is informed by your adviser and determined by your financial 
circumstances, investment time horizon, attitude to risk and capacity for loss - irrespective of whether 
you want maximum flexibility with our Conventional approach or greater consideration of ESG risks 
with our Responsible approach.
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2Source: Morningstar https://www.morningstar.com/articles/973432/the-number-of-funds-considering-esg-explodes-in-2019 

3Source: Morningstar and FT https://www.ft.com/content/27025f35-283f-4956-b6a0-0adbfd4c7a0e

https://www.morningstar.com/articles/973432/the-number-of-funds-considering-esg-explodes-in-2019 
https://www.ft.com/content/27025f35-283f-4956-b6a0-0adbfd4c7a0e 


With our ‘top-down’ starting point in place, we use a three-pronged framework to build diversified 
portfolios which avoid contentious industries and are capable of seeing past the prospectus, as 
follows:

So how do you blend Responsible Strategies?

One key difference between our Responsible approach and our longstanding Conventional approach 
is the way in which we put in place effective diversification.  Due to the relative nascence of ESG 
investing, consensus is still developing around various definitions of what ‘responsible’ investments 
actually are, from well-governed household names to trailblazing clean energy stocks and social 
impact bond funds.

We therefore take a pragmatic approach to diversifying across four Responsible investment styles 
which we think give clients exposure to a balanced blend of ‘Headline Avoiders’ and ‘Headline 
Makers’.  The former describes well-run, forward looking companies you might well find in 
Conventional portfolios.  The latter describes the more ‘glamourous’ strategies which specifically 
target positive impacts or leverage a specific ESG risk (for example climate change) in order to build 
their investment case.

What is Saunderson House’s screening process? 

‘Screening’ is perhaps the most recognisable tool in the responsible investor’s toolkit.  ‘Negative 
screening’ describes the exclusion of specific, contentious industries from the universe of potential 
investments. 

‘Positive screening’ is the allocation towards companies which seek to make a positive impact in ESG 
terms, for example by lending to social initiatives or investing in renewable energy companies.  These 
are typically found in the ‘Thematic’ and ‘Impact’ buckets illustrated above.
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Under our Responsible approach, we operate the following negative screen to ensure that clients are 
not exposed to sectors which may be harmful to the environment or society, which is informed by the 
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals:

What does it mean to scrutinise ESG credentials?

The third prong in our framework is the way in which we scrutinise the ESG credentials of funds before 
recommending them for Responsible portfolios.  As discussed throughout this note, the rapid growth 
of interest in this area means it is of utmost importance to get beyond the buzzwords and make sure 
clients are invested in funds which are responsible in more than just name.

We do so using our own, in-house scoring survey which we put to all funds under consideration for our 
Responsible portfolios.  The survey contains various questions which aim to get to the bottom of how 
a fund, and indeed its ‘parent’ fund house, views ESG and whether it has the expertise, resource and 
commitment to back up its badging.

For example, we want to understand whether a fund’s commitment to ESG is matched by the fund 
house which oversees it.  If not, is the fund simply a marketing vehicle?  If a fund sells itself as an ESG 
fund in its prospectus, why might a manager not rule out investing in Oil or Alcohol?

We devote a section of our survey to understanding how funds monitor the non-financial impact of 
their holdings, and also to challenging the fund on their engagement efforts.  We believe that with 
ownership of companies comes a responsibility to hold them to account on pertinent ESG issues.  We 
examine the voting and engagement efforts of funds to make sure they use their institutional weight 
and voice to influence positive change in a way that an individual investor cannot.

Funds are given a score determined by their responses to our survey, and only those that meet a given 
threshold will be eligible for inclusion in our model.  

What makes our offering different

In addition to the dedicated, ESG-related analysis described above, investments in the Responsible 
models are subject to the same due diligence and financial analysis as those in our Responsible 
models.  We pull no punches in making sure these investments will be appropriate and serve clients 
well over the relevant time horizon.

Though Responsible models may behave differently in the shorter-term, we do not believe there is 
a sacrifice to be made in terms of investment performance over the longer term – as the key ‘top-
down’ asset allocation drivers are shared by both approaches.  Indeed, we do not expect either our 
Responsible or Conventional approach to under or outperform the other over the longer term.
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We do not believe that the decision to invest through our Responsible approach should come at a 
premium.  There is no difference to the way we charge for advice or management, and our DMS rates 
are exactly the same.

Next steps

If you would like to learn more about our Responsible approach, please do contact your usual adviser, 
who will be pleased to discuss the offering further in the context of your own financial circumstances 
and any independence restrictions. 

We will also be hosting a webinar on Responsible Investing on Wednesday 18 November 2020. To 
register, please click here. 

Saunderson House Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This note is 
for general guidance only and does not constitute and should not be construed as, investment advice or 
a recommendation to buy, sell, or otherwise transact in any investments. Past performance is not a guide 
to future performance.  Levels and bases of, and reliefs from, taxation are those currently applying but 
are subject to change and their value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. We cannot 
assume legal liability for any errors or omissions and detailed advice should be taken before entering any 
investment activity. 

The value of investments and any income therefrom can go down as well as up and you may not get back 
the full amount you invested.

T: 020 7315 6500
F: 020 7315 6650
E: shl@saundersonhouse.co.uk
www.saundersonhouse.co.uk
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